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Glassford/Long Look set for $2.4m intersection expansion
The Town of Prescott Valley beginning this month is undertaking a $2.4
million project to expand the intersection of Glassford Hill Road and Long
Look Dr.
This intersection has been experiencing congestion at peak commuter hours
and especially when Bradshaw Mountain High and Glassford Hill Middle
schools to the west are in session. Expansion of the intersection also will involve moving the existing traffic signal
poles, and adding a “left-in only turn
lane” into Granville north of the intersection at Tuscany Way. The construction will expand existing traffic lanes
from five to nine on Glassford Hill and
from three to six on Long Look at the
intersection, and include a new signal
light.
Initially as construction begins, there
will be no traffic delays in the area other
than the typical intersection congestion
due to school morning dropoff/afternoon pickup, as outside additional lanes
and the signal light will be constructed
first.
After schools close for the summer,
the project will ramp up on Tuesday,
May 30. Existing lanes of Glassford

Hill Road will
be
excavated
two feet for new
roadway base
and pavement.
Traffic will be
routed on newly constructed
outside
lanes.
At this time, left
turns will be
restricted both
north and southbound at the
Long Look intersection to move
traffic through
the area with
minimal delays.
New signal
activation and
the nine new
Glassford Hill
lanes and six
new Long Look/high school road lanes
are anticipated to be complete by July
28 and prior to schools being back in
session.
Funding for the expansion will come
from impact fees the Town collects

from new commercial and residential
building. Town Council awarded the
project to Earth Resources Corporation,
the low bidder.
For more information on this project,
call Public Works at 928-759-3070.

Lake Valley improvements to be completed by mid-July
Along with a major intersection
expansion at Glassford Hill Road
and Long Look Drive, the Town of
Prescott Valley will undertake extensive improvements this spring
on Lake Valley Road between the
Prescott Valley Event Center and
Lakeshore Drive.
The approximately 1,700 feet of
improvements will include widening
southbound Lake Valley Road to two
lanes and installing underground
storm drain, curb and gutter, a 10foot concrete Multi-Use Path and

new street lights.
Funding for this project is provided by a Community Development
Block Grant (CDBG) in the amount
of $300,000 with an additional
$350,000 coming from streets development impact fees assessed on
new construction, for a total project
budget of $650,000.
Prescott Valley Town Council
awarded the project to lowest bidder
Asphalt Paving & Supply. The improvements are expected to be completed by July 15.

As PV continues to grow, where will the water come from?
As the economy strengthens
we’re seeing an upward trend in
building in Prescott Valley. This always brings questions about where
the water will come from, and Water Awareness Month is a good
time for answers!

‘New subdivisions in the
quad-city area are still a
possibility, but developers
must now achieve a much
higher standard to demonstrate a 100-year Assured
Water Supply.’
Water management in Arizona
is complex but effective. Arizona
has not experienced major impacts
from drought largely because of
the advance planning that began
more than three decades ago with
passage of Arizonaʼs 1980 Groundwater Management Act (Act), and
formation of the Prescott Active
Management Area (PrAMA).
The 1980 Act requires that every new subdivision in the PrAMA
prove to the Arizona Department of
Water Resources (ADWR) that it
has a 100-year water supply before
it can be approved by a county or
municipality.
New subdivisions cannot use
groundwater that has been allocated to a previously approved
subdivision, and the 100-year assured water supply calculation includes consideration for long-term
drought.
With the exception of homes
using a private well, new homes
currently under construction in the
quad-city area (Prescott, Prescott
Valley, Chino Valley and Dewey-Humboldt) are on subdivision
lots that were approved prior to
1999. Pre-1999 subdivisions were
allowed to demonstrate a 100-year
Assured Water Supply based on
Water from the local aquifer. But in
January 1999, ADWR issued a rule
that prevents any new subdivisions
from using additional water from
the aquifer. This rule, and enforcement by ADWR, reserves the water

For more area water information, visit www.yavapaiwatersmart.org

in the aquifer for current residents
and owners of the pre-1999 lots.
New subdivisions in the quadcity area are still a possibility, but
developers must now achieve a
much higher standard to demonstrate a 100-year Assured Water
Supply. Without the ability to use
groundwater from the aquifer, new
subdivisions have limited and more
expensive choices for water. These
alternative water supplies include
acquiring an existing water right
under Arizona Law (extinguishment credits), effluent credits, surface water from lakes or streams
and water imported from outside of
the groundwater basin.
Extinguishment credits are created when a water right that existed
prior to the 1980 Act is taken out
of service (typically irrigated agriculture) and the use is converted
to a 100-year Assured Water Supply. That water can no longer be
use for irrigated agriculture, and
the rights of use are permanently
transferred to the new subdivision.
Effluent credits are created when

reclaimed water from a wastewater
treatment plant is initially stored
below ground in vacant pore space
above the water table. A developer
can acquire these credits to prove a
100-year water supply. Using water from lakes and streams requires
a senior water right under Arizona
Law; typically a use that existed
prior to statehood that can be taken out of service and converted to
a 100-year Assured Water Supply.
The common characteristic of all
of these alternative water supplies
is that they now and in the future
reduce the reliance on the groundwater supplies.
In many ways, the 1980 Act
is a consumer protection act that
protects groundwater supplies
for quad-city area residents and
prevents new subdivisions from
threatening that supply.
According to information provided by ADWR, current groundwater withdrawals in the PrAMA
are approximately equal to groundwater withdrawals in the mid
1960s.

